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LEGALISATIVE
HEALTH POLICY EDUCATION

BUILDING SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
TO TACKLE HEALTH POLICY CHALLENGES

Georgia Health Policy Center
Each year, legislators across the country are faced with an array of bills and proposals related to specific health care issues. The Georgia Health Policy Center at Georgia State University has 20 years of experience working with the Georgia General Assembly and Governor’s Office on health policy, including providing objective information on the following topics:

- Medicaid
- Behavioral Health
- Rural Health
- Insurance Coverage
- Health Care Reform
- Long-Term Services & Supports

In response to legislators’ requests, the Georgia Health Policy Center offers members of the General Assembly:

- The Little Blue Book — a pocket glossary of terms and acronyms;
- One-on-one briefings on health care financing;
- Issue-specific research on current health policy matters; and
- Comprehensive training series for members of the House and Senate, known as the Legislative Health Policy Certificate Program and the Advanced Health Policy Institute. New sessions in 2015!

Learn more about our Legislative Health Policy Certificate Program in our newly released video! Visit www.ghpc.gsu.edu/legislative to view online.

The Georgia Health Policy Center conducts independent research to support effective, evidence-based health policy decisions at local, state, and national levels.